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Thank you for having me to today and for the opportunity  to talk about all the important work my unit is doing.  Keep in mind that I’m only discussing a portion of the campus sustainability challenge, since VP of Capital Planning and Facilities, Tom Morrison will be coming to discuss with you in February.Though I won’t be sharing everything today. I do want to focus on climate change. Starting with what we can expect in Indiana and then sharing SOME of what we are doing in this area.



Sustain IU identifies and promotes sustainable 
solutions that reduce environmental impacts 

while supporting an equitable and prosperous IU, 
now and into the future.
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First, a bit of background: I’m the university director of sustainability, so I am doing some work across all the campuses. Sustain IU, formerly Office of Sustainability, here in Bloomington, is a small, but mighty unit. We have 5 fulltime staff (though one works exclusively on a privately funded off campus effort) and 13 paid interns. We report primarily through Capital Planning and Facilities, but also enjoy great support from Provost Robel and report annually to her as well. You can see our mission statement there. We recognize climate change as our primary areas of work. Reducing GHG and preparing to be more resilient are both import. I’m reminded with MLK day, that There is very little about climate change that is equitable The most prosperous parts of the globe are most responsible for emissions that are disproportionately impacting developing communities across the globe.



Resources Climate Change Indiana
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Because climate change is a global issue, it can seem overwhelming and this can lead to a sense of disempowered on the issue.So when I talk about climate, I like to bring it back to the local. That said , I encourage you to look globally as well.  The intergovernmental panel on climate change is generally viewed as the leading resource.We are fortunate to have two great resources in Indiana that are helping us know exactly what to expect in here and even down to the County Level. Of course we have the Prepared for Env Change Grand Challenge; Then based in Purdue, but drawing on academics throughout the state, we have the Indiana Climate Change Impact assessments.Before getting into some of our efforts related to climate, quickly a couple slides about what to expect in Indiana.



WINTER

SUMMER

SPRING

FALL

16 to 20% 13 to 16% 

-2 to -3% -2%

6– 8% INCREASED ANNUAL 
RAINFALL
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By 2050, We can expect 6-8% increased rainfall compared to our recent history.. This change is ongoing now. This might be viewed as “Good” and is in some ways. However the manner in which we will get the rainfall is likely to stress our water management systems. We will get this rain at times when it is less needed, Spring and Winter when plants have lower needs. it is also predicted to come in severe events, heavy downpours in short periods of time.How will we respond? How should we respond?



Predicted Climate by 2050 and 2080
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In terms of temperature, we can expect  a 5-6 degree Fahrenheit mean temperature increase by 2050, compared to Indiana’s historic average. That can be difficult to conceptualize, so I love this figure from the Indiana Climate Change Impact Assessment. The figure shows what our summers and winters will feel like under a high and low emissions scenario by 2050 and 2080. Notably, at least to me because I have family in the South, our summers under a high emissions 2050 scenario will be more like Arkansas or NE Texas.  



Scope 1 emissions: direct emissions from sources 
owned/controlled by IU

Scope 2 emissions: indirect (purchased) from sources 
owned/controlled by IU

Scope 3 emissions: sources not owned/controlled, but stem from 
IU activities (e.g. commute, business travel, purchasing, waste)—

Larger that Scope 1 and 2? 
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Shifting gears to what we can do.   it makes sense to organize this around how greenhouse gas emissions are reported.   I've used EPA definitions of the types of emissions to organizeWe report our Scope 1 and 2 to the Association for advancement of Sustainability in higher ed. I’m not going to talk about these. We’ll wait for VP Morrison’s return to get into that.But just as a point of reference, Scope 1 on campus is emissions related to the natural gas and coal burned at the Central Heating Plant. And Scope 2 is from purchased electricity from Duke power. So from here I’ll talk about Scope 3, which is kind of the frontier. At this point, we aren’t required to report scope 3, so I don’t yet have GHG equivalents for this work. Quantification of these efforts, in terms of emissions, is something we are pursuing. We do report on these categories in other ways however…: and WE ARE working in these areas.



 39% diversion rate
 Over 85% of the landfill stream 

could have been recovered 
Non-Recoverable

14.3% Recyclable

22.5%

Compostable

44.9%

Other 
Recoverable

18.3%

IUB Landfill Stream

Scope 3: Sustainable Materials Management
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How we deal with waste, recycling and compost has a tremendous impact on climateWe use Drawdown, , to think about the most impactful ways of reducing emissions. #4 on most impactful strategy on their list is reducing food waste. We’ve been working hard in Sustain IU to get a handle on waste and how to improve. Did a campus wide waste audit last academic year. Our performance, around 39% diversion puts us middle of the pack among our peers. The pie chart shows, some challenges and opportunities. Namely our landfill stream is full of materials that could be composted or recycled. The other “recoverable” is over 14% paper towels. But the big opportunity is compost, which can have a big impact if rolled-out campus wide.  Because that is disconnected from recycling markets that are a challenge ad you read about in the news. that is an especially attractive opportunity. Currently with this work:  we’re focused on clear signage and branding/communication of these issues, infrastructure (consistent bins)… for now. Then scaling out compost across campus.



Scope 3: Sustainable Food Purchasing

• Purchasing plan in progress: RPS dining, Center for Rural Engagement, Purchasing, Sustainability
• FY19 data in progress

Baked goods, beverage, and bread excluded from figure due to low % qualifying
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Another important area of work is on Food purchasing on campus. As it turns out even defining sustainable Food is rather complex, as is tracking it. We are using the “Real Food” definition which means that food must be fair trade, ecologically sound/basically organic, Local and community based, or humane to quality  as sustainable or real food.The Bar chart shows general growth in sustainable food purchase across a few food categories from FY17, to FY18.  You see gains in purchasing of sustainable food in meat, poultry, produce and tea and coffee.We are nearly done traiting the 17 million dollars plus of FY19 food purchasing, which will allow us to dig deeper into recent trends and opportunities.We are working with Provost office, RPS dining, Center for Rural Engagement, and Purchasing, to develop a plan to increase annual purchasing of sustainable food going forward. Of course we have to balance cost, availability of real food items, among other things as we develop a plan.



Scope 3: Sustainable Transportation

• Increase % of faculty/staff that use 
sustainable options as their primary 
commute option

• ~40% live 4 miles or less from campus

• CALSTART green fleet application

• Air quality, emission reduction, fuel 
efficiency

• Business travel: University of Maryland
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As a small office we can’t drive improvements in all areas all at once.  I’m relying mostly on our Transportation working group for progress here. In terms of commute, things have been stagnant here for the last 5 years or so.  The # of faculty/staff that drive their car, by themselves onto campus everyday has stayed stagnant. Around 70%. Parking offers the Hoosier commuter club for those that agree not to do this and use the bus, walk or bike— and that program comes with 10 free parking passes. We are organizing a Bike to work day, April 15, and other events with the Transportation Demand Management Coordinator. We have submitted a green fleet application and will get that back by February with important guidance on how to move forward there.in the transition to electric/hybrd vehiclesFinally, business travel is a BIG emissions impact and question. Quantifying this is on my list.  There are universities that have tackled this and have strategies in place-- notably the University of Maryland.



• 2016 v. 2019
• Condition has declined
• Plant for future

• Diversity

Landscape: Woodland Campus, 
Ecosystem Services

Annual Benefits Total $ (USD) Reduction $ (USD)/tree  
Energy 63,197.85 3,892 MBTU/339 MWH 5.18
Avoided Carbon Emissions 
(from energy savings) 35,500.00 208 Tons of Carbon 2.95
Gross Carbon Sequestration 23,161.09 135.8 Tons of Carbon 1.9
Air Pollution Removal 12,135.52 Varied 0.99
Avoided Runoff 22,724.44 2.62 Million Gallons 1.86
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We are in tremendous shape when it comes to our campus woodland. Because of all the data we’ve collected over the past 3 plus years.  This will be a part of our quantification of emissions. We have data on every street tree on campus, from GIS inventories completed in 2016 and this past summer, 2019.  We are in the process of evaluating change during that time.  The map is just a visual representation of some of that data.The table is from analysis of our 2019 tree data using a model from the USDA Forest Service. I just got this data late last week from one of our excellent interns, April Byrne. It is early stage work to quantify the value of our trees in terms of energy savings and carbon sequestration. We will also be using this data to make specific recommendations to improve the resilience of our campus trees to the climate change we are experiencing.



Leadership 
Development

Undergraduate research

Sustain IU internships

Indiana Sustainability 
Development Program

~750K in private support
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Finally, we do all this work with students. We have 17 undergrad researchers working with faculty on sustainability research, some working on campus challenges, particularly food sustainability.We have 13 interns working on  the very projects I’ve discussed. And we are taking applications now. So if you know talented students send them to Sustain.IU.eduLast we have a program that is statewide.—The Indiana Sustainability Development Program to which places students in summer internships in business, municipalities, and non profit in sustainability. I’m really proud of that program and the experiences it provides students and the impact it has.Also a bonus, Over the past 4 years we’ve brought in over 700K to support that work.So, please share these opportunities with your sustainability minded students.



INDIANA UNIVERSITY

Sustain.iu.edu 
Commitment Areas and Working 
Groups
• Food 
• Energy and Built Environment
• Resource Use and Recycling
• Transportation 
• Environmental Quality and 

Land use
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Send students to our website.If you are inspired by this work consider, help us in the these efforts by participating in working groups listed here.With that I’ll take questions. 



Sustainability Tracking Assessment Rating 
System 

Platinum 5
Gold 109
Silver 149
Bronze 41
Reporter 14

85+ 65+ 45+ 25+



INDIANA UNIVERSITY BLOOMINGTON

Scope 3 Waste: Strategy
1. Bin inventory

a) Location, co-mingled or single stream, bins per occupant, paired vs. 
solitary bins

b) What needs replaced, repurposed

2. Waste signage brand with IU Studios 

3. Waste GHG tracking 

4. Move towards internal data assessment and building–level weight 
racking 

5. Best practice rollout in 1-3 buildings 

a) Quarterly or annual audits to monitor diversion change 



Change in global human activities from 1979 to the 
present

BioScience, biz088, https://doi.org/10.1093/biosci/biz088

https://doi.org/10.1093/biosci/biz088


Increased Demand, Increased Cost 
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We can also expect commersical demand for electricity to be on the rise, driven in particular by the energy needed to cool buildings.  This is projected to be compounded, from a financial standpoint, by rising costs of electricity. These are just a few things that have captured my attention, I encourage you to review the reports yourselves. 
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